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Fig. 1. Stationary potential distributions in cases of
ndAb = 0,0.03,0.11, and 0.30, respectively.
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The time averaged potential distributions in the
system at stationary state is shown in Fig.! for different
densities of dust particles. Parameters of the system in this
figure are L=-100AD, Tes/Tis =10,8;=0.5009,
Rd=O.IAD' where Ab=cokTes/2n:se2. The value of
8; corresponds to quasi-neutral plasma condition at the
source boundary. For the case without dust particles, we
can see monotonic potential distribution with positively
charged sheath near the floating wall that transits to the
region with almost zero electric field. There is negatively
charged region near the source boundary, which accelerates
ions over sound speed to satisfy the Bohm criterion.
Appearance of such negatively charged layer is a
consequence of a presheath mechanism absence. Now we
consider only positively charged sheath. Adding of the dust
particles into the system with increasing densities leads at
first to decreasing of sheath potential drop keeping the
potential monotonic. It was found that stationary potential
distribution becomes non-monotonic when dust density
exceeds some critical value. Decreasing of plasma particles
fluxes due to absorption by dust and spreading of velocity
distribution functions in non-stationary plasma oscillations
lead to decay of the stationary oscillations amplitude.
Therefore, it was shown that presence of dust particles
can alter plasma behavior near a floating wall from
electrostatic sheath buildup to oscillatory one, that reduces
ion energy at the wall. As indicated above a presheath
should be introduced in the system in order to achieve self-
consistent solutions as well as dynamics of dust particles.
These issues are the subjects of our further investigations.
The numerical simulation study of electrostatic
sheath with dust particles formed near a floating wall has
been can-ied out with one dimensional (lD3V) PIC code.
Erosion of plasma-exposed surfaces in fusion devices, in
particular divertor tiles, leads to injection into the plasma
solid matter dust particles of typically micrometer sizes.
Such dust particles collected after series of discharges from
different locations in LHD in order to analyze their
composition, sizes and wall surface distribution [1].
However, there is a lack of knowledge about the dust
particles behavior in plasma during discharge and their
effect on sheath potential formation coupling with other
plasma parameters distributions. One of the major
properties that differs dust particles from other impurities
in plasma is self-consistent charge conditioned by electron
and ion currents into the dust particle from disturbed by
dust surrounding plasma. The aim of the present work is
investigation of plasma properties near a floating wall in
presence of dust particles.
The present research started with simple one-
dimensional model, which includes the floating wall in
with the fully ionized hydrogen plasma. There is
no magnetic field applied to the system. The wall assumed
perfectly absorbing and acts as a sink for electrons and
ions. The opposite boundary of the system on the distance
L from the wall presents fixed plasma particles source with
half-maxwellian velocity distribution functions with
temperatures of electrons and ions are Tes and Tis,
respectively, and ratio of their source densities given by
parameter 8; = n:s / ni; , where superscript "+" indicates
particles with positive velocities. This boundary assumed
transparent for returning electrons and ions. The electric
field at the wall defined by its charge, while the source
boundary has fixed zero potential. Motionless spherical
dust particles of radius Rd are distributed uniformly in the
system with density nd . The only elementary process
accounted for electrons and ions is their absorption by dust
particles.
Simulation performed using PIC/MC method with
newly developed Fortran code. The absorption cross
sections for electrons and ions by the dust particles taken
according to the OML theory [2]. Time of calculations was
sufficiently long to archive stationary state of the system
and typically formed order of 105 periods of electron
plasma oscillations.
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